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ABSTRACT

   Electromagnetic Wave Scattering from Vegetation

   Publication No._________

   Xiaoyan Huang, Ph.D.

   The University of Texas at Arlington, 2006

Supervising Professor: Adrian K. Fung

    This dissertation contains the theoretical study of microwave scattering from vegetated

media and the development of microwave scattering models with applications to these media.

A vegetation canopy may consist of deciduous or coniferous leaves, branches, and trunks with

certain size and orientation distributions. The formulation of the scattering model for each ele-

ment of the canopy is carried out and its scatter patterns versus its size and orientation for like

and cross polarizations are computed and presented. In particular, an extension is made where

vegetation with a compound-leaf pattern is considered. For this type of vegetation, several

leaves that form a specific pattern will scatter coherently as a group as opposed to each leaf

scattering independently.  Hence, a basic scattering element is a compound leaf with a specific

leaf-pattern. Based on the study of scattering patterns of  different vegetation elements, the

scattering models for different vegetation media are formulated. For a leafy vegetation, we

model it as a scattering layer with a given type of leaf.  For a forested area, we treat it as a two-

layer medium: the layer on top is the crown layer consisted of leaves and branches and below

it is the trunk layer. In order to verify the validity of the theoretical models for different types

of vegetation canopy, extensive comparisons between models and measurements are carried

out .
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CHAPTER 1                                                                     
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

   Vegetated areas have always been important to humans. For centuries, human beings have

benefited economically from the use of forest resources. The vegetation cover plays an impor-

tant role in environmental protection. Its foliage intercepts rainfall, causing absorptive and

evaporative losses that reduce rainfall available for infiltration. Its roots and stems increase the

roughness of the ground surface and the permeability of the soil, leading to increased infiltra-

tion capacity. Its leaves will absorb the , and further reduce atmospheric concentrations

of , thus mitigating climate change. Therefore, it is necessary to find a good method to

monitor the growth and changes in vegetation cover. Since the invention of remote sensing, it

has evolved into an important tool for monitoring the status of vegetation canopy. The remote

sensing may be separated into two categories based on the frequency band: optical remote

sensing and microwave remote sensing. Optical remote sensing makes use of visible, near

infrared and short-wave infrared sensors to form images of the earth's surface by detecting the-

solar radiation reflected from targets on the ground. Different materials reflect and absorb dif-

ferently at different wavelengths. Thus, the targets can be differentiated by their spectral

reflectance signatures in the remotely sensed images. Microwave sensing encompasses both

active and passive forms of remote sensing. Passive microwave sensing is similar in concept

to thermal remote sensing. A passive microwave sensor detects the naturally emitted micro-

wave energy within its field of view. Active microwave sensors provide their own source of

CO2

CO2
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microwave radiation to illuminate the target. Among the electromagnetic sources used in

remote sensing applications, microwave remote sensing is gradually becoming important

comparing with other sensors. This is because the microwave active sensors have their own

illumination sources which allow them to work in all weather conditions. Over the last few

decades,. microwave remote sensing applications in areas such as agriculture, forestry, ocean,

sea ice, weather, water contents in snow fields, etc. have been developed and an abundance of

relevant data has been collected and made available. Theoretical microwave scattering models

have been developed to support the design of experiments and the understanding of the mech-

anisms involved in the scattering process. Unlike optical remote sensing the sensing wave-

length is much longer at microwave frequencies. Hence, scattering is sensitive to both

geometrical and physical characteristics of the vegetation canopy. A validated scattering

model is useful for the retrieval of vegetation parameters and for classification studies. Thus,

an accurate development of scattering models for a vegetation canopy is very important.

1.2 Organization of the Dissertation

   This dissertation is divided into a total of six chapters with the first one serving as an intro-

duction. In Chapter 2, existing vegetation scattering models are reviewed briefly. In Chapter 3,

the scattering properties of the basic elements of a vegetation canopy are presented. Illustra-

tions are given showing the effects of the look angle, frequency, and polarization for each ele-

ment. The scattering model for a leafy vegetation layer is formulated in Chapter 4. The

theoretical predictions of such a model are first presented showing the effects of look angle,

frequency, polarization, the size of the leaf and its orientation distributions. Then, comparisons

between model predictions and measurements are shown. Chapter 5 contains the scattering

model description for a forested area which may be of a deciduous or coniferous type. Gener-
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ally, we expect the major scattering elements to be the leaves, branches, ground and trunk-

ground interactions. A frequency study is carried out showing that different forest components

may be dominating the scattering at different frequencies and/or look angles. The comparisons

of theoretical predictions with measurements are shown to illustrate the relevance of the mod-

els presented. Finally, some conclusions and future research directions are presented in Chap-

ter 6.
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CHAPTER 2                                                                         
MICROWAVE SCATTERING MODELS FOR 

VEGETATION

2.1 Introduction 

Over the years, various theoretical models [1~20] have been developed to study scattering

mechanisms in the vegetation medium. The Michigan Microwave Canopy Scattering model

(MIMICS) [1~3] used the first order radiative transfer solution to model wave scattering from

vegetation. Born approximation [4, 5] was used to compute the backscatter from the forest. In

[6~8], a more general scattering model based on the second order radiative transfer solution

was generated. The coherence effects of clustered structures such as cylinder clusters in a mul-

tilayer model were considered and included in the branching model [9~11] for vegetation. The

Monte Carlo approach to model coherent scattering from realistic tree structures was devel-

oped in [12~15] by including the relative phase difference between the scattered fields from

different tree components. Recently, another vegetation model [18~20] was developed to

account for scattering from vegetations where media can be considered electrical dense. This

was done by making use of the antenna array concept to account for coherent scattering from a

compound leaf. 

2.2 Michigan Microwave Canopy Scattering Model (MIMICS)

In [1~3], the MIMICS describes the canopy as having three regions (Figure 2.1): the crown

region, the trunk region and the underlying ground region. The crown region is made up of

leaves and branches where leaves are modeled as rectangular disks in the case of deciduous
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canopies or as thin cylinders (or needles) in the case of coniferous canopies. The trunk region

only contains trunks. Both the branches and trunks are modeled as finite-length, lossy dielec-

tric cylinders. The underlying ground surface is assumed randomly rough characterized by a

rms height and a correlation function. The dielectric constants of the branches, the leaves, the

trunks and the ground surface are determined in terms of the moisture content, microwave fre-

quency and physical temperature. The model is based on the first-order solution of the radia-

tive transfer equation under the following assumptions: (1) The direct contribution from the

trunk in the backscattering direction and the cross-polarization term in the phase matrix of the

trunk can be ignored; (2) In forming the crown-ground and trunk-ground term, the ground is

assumed to be flat; (3) The forward scattering theorem can be applied to compute the extinc-

tion coefficient within the canopy; and (4) Only single scattering is considered. There exists

two major weaknesses in the MIMICS model. The assumption that the extinction coeffi-

cient within the canopy can be calculated by applying the forward scattering theorem is not

valid in the first order solution, because it can only provide the loss due to absorption. The loss

due to scattering is missing in the scattered field expression. The assumption where only sin-

gle scattering is considered will be appropriate for low frequencies and sparse vegetation and

may not be valid at high frequencies or for dense vegetation where contributions to the cross

polarized backscattering coefficient from multiple scattering is significant. This is the reason

why the model predictions from MIMICS were found lower than measurements at X-band

(9.6 GHz) as shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.1 MIMICS Canopy Model

Figure 2.2  Comparison between MIMICS predications and measurements at X-
band for walnut orchard. 
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2.3 Vegetation Model Based on the Distorted Born Approximation

The distorted born approximation assumes that the field inside a volume layer is the sum of a

fluctuating and an average part. The scatterers are replaced by an equivalent medium with a

mean and a fluctuating permittivity. The scattering coefficient is obtained by computing the

correlation of the fluctuating part of the scattered field and taking its transverse fourier trans-

form. In [4] and [5], the GWU canopy model is based on the distorted born approximation

where the canopy is described as a one-layer medium over a rough surface. 

2.4 Vegetation Model Developed at UTA

In [6~8], a more generalized canopy model based on the radiative transfer formulation has

been developed by including the second-order radiative transfer solution. The following

assumptions were made: (1) Expand the radiative transfer formulation to the second-order to

account for multiple scattering which is important at high frequencies and for cross polariza-

tion in the backscattering direction; (2) Extinction coefficient is computed by the sum of

Ohmic and scattering losses, when low frequency approximations are made; (3) In the crown-

ground and trunk-ground interaction term, the surface roughness effects are considered; (4)

Including cross-polarized scattering from trunk-ground interaction. The weakness of this

model is that it assumes that each scatterer scatters independently which may not be valid for

the vegetation with compound leaf pattern or the electrically densed vegetation medium,

where coherence among adjacent scatterers could be very significant.

2.5 Branching Model for Vegetation

In the branching model a vegetation is modeled as a two-scale vegetation cluster with some

smaller cylinders attached to a large cylinder as shown in Figure 2.3. A soybean plant [10] has
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been modeled according to the branching model idea as a two-scale branching structure as

shown in Figure 2.4 and a pine [9][11] as a two-scale branching structure as shown in Figure

2.5. These branching structures have significant impact on shaping the backscattering angular

trends, because the scattering from each element of the structure is added coherently to the

other. Here all the branch elements were assumed to be statistically identical, independent of

their growth locations and independent of the center trunk. The scattered field of a vegetation

component such as a leaf, a branch or a trunk is computed as an independent scatterer. The

collective scattering effect of the cluster is accounted for by adding the phase shift due to the

relative positions of scatterers in the calculation of the total scattered field. The model does not

account for multiple scattering. Its prediction was compared with soybean data at C-band and

with the pine forest data at P-band. For the soybean, the model prediction fitted the data very

well for leaf fraction greater than 0.2% as shown Figure 2.7. But the model prediction as

shown in Figure 2.6 were higher than the measured data at low incident angles for leaf fraction

less than 0.2% (which stands for the early days of summer). The model prediction was pre-

sented as a function of age for the pine forest. Its predictions were acceptable for both co-

polarization and cross-polarization.
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Figure 2.3 A two-scale cluster branching model

Figure 2.4  Two-scale branching model for soybean
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Figure 2.5    Two-scale branching model for pine

Figure 2.6  Comparison of branching model predications and measurements for soybean at 
early days of summer
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2.6 Monte Carlo Coherent Scattering Model

In [12~15], the Monte Carlo scattering model was presented as a simulation tool to account for

scattering from a vegetated environment. It contains three major steps as follows:

First, an accurate generation of a tree structure based on a few physical parameters is car-

ried out using fractal-based L-systems incorporating the desired ground truth data. The

branches and tree trunks are modeled by dielectric cylinders and leaves are modeled by dielec-

tric disks or needles. Secondly, after the tree generation, individual tree components located

above a dielectric plane are illuminated by the mean field and the scattered fields of tree com-

ponents are computed independently and added coherently. Finally, a Monte Carlo simulation

is performed on a large number of fractal-generated trees to establish the statistics of the back-

scattered signals. The mean field at a given point within the tree structure, including the phase

Figure 2.7  Comparison of branching model predications and measurements for soybean 
at late days of summer
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change and attenuation due to the scattering and absorption loss of vegetation particles, is

computed using Foldy’s approximation.

The Monte Carlo scattering model has been applied to compute the scattered field of a typ-

ical computer-generated soybean and a maple tree with and without leaves by the L-system as

shown in Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9. The calculated results are compared with measurements

for soybean and maple plants using the SIR-C data at L-band and C-band. For L-band inFigure

2.10, VV, HH, and VH polarization agree with the data very well. For C-band as shown in Fig-

ure 2.11, VV and HH polarization seem to fit the data well, but there is a clear difference

between the model prediction and data, when the incident angle is less than 40 degree in VH

polarization. The advantages of this model are: (1) Preserves the effect of the architectural

structure of a given tree; (2) Provides complete statistics of the scattered field instead of just

its second moment; (3) Simulates the scattering from forest canopies on a titled ground sur-

face. Realistically, it is impossible to gather such detailed information about a vegetated area

to obtain computer-generated vegetation by the L-system. The scattering contributions from

higher order interactions among scatterers are not included. The assumption that each vegeta-

tion component scatters independently is generally not true.
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Figure 2.8 A computer-generated soybean plant

Figure 2.9 The computer-generated maple trees
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Figure 2.10 Comparison of Monte-Carlo predictions and measurements for soybean at 
L-band.

Figure 2.11 Comparison of Monte-Carlo predictions and measurements for soybean at 
L-band.
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2.7 Vegetation model for an electrically dense vegetation medium

This scattering model [18~20] has been developed to model the case where the spacing

between the scatterers is comparable or smaller than the exploring wavelength where the

assumption of independent scattering by individual scatterers is no longer valid. The coherent

effect from the various correlated scatterers is calculated by introducing the array phase cor-

rection to the phase matrices of the scatterers. The approach of this method is summarized in

the next paragraph.

A unit volume as shown in Figure 2.12 has been divided into ,  and  cells along 

and  directions, respectively. The distance between the centers of adjacent cells is . A col-

lection of identical ellipsoidal scatterers are randomly placed inside the cells. The scattered

field from each scatterer in cell [ ] from certain incident field can be calculated and the

total scattered field is obtained by the vector sum of scattered fields from all the scatterers in a

unit volume. For random medium with multiple classes of scatters, the phase matrix of each

class of scatterers with array phase correction can be calculated separately and add together to

obtain the total phase matrix. The model is based on the second order solution of the radiative

transfer theory where multiple scattering has been included.

Comparisons with the measurements of Japanese cypress [21], boreal forest [4], Soybean

and Wheat [22], Walnut [2] and Sugi coniferous trees [23] were made. Generally, there is a

good agreement in the level but not necessary the angular trends. The contribution due to the

coherence among leaves has been accounted for in the model but the specific pattern of leaves

was not considered. This may be the reason why its model prediction cannot follow the angu-

lar trends observed in some measurements.

M N P x  y,

z d

m n p, ,
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2.8 The limitation of currently existing scattering models 

In real life, according to [24], leaves of deciduous vegetation are categorized as simple leaves

(one main leaf on a stem) as shown in Figure 2.13 and compound leaves (more than one leaves

on a stem). The compound leaves are further divided into two categories: palmately compound

leaves as shown in Figure 2.16 and pinnately compound leaves. The pinnately compound

leaves are composed as odd-pinnately compound leaves and even-pinnately compound leaves.

The leaves of coniferous vegetation can be categorized as needles growing in clusters as

shown in Figure 2.17 and needles growing singly as shown in Figure 2.18. 

For the vegetation with compound leaves and needles growing in clusters, it is generally

not valid to assume independent scattering by each single leaf or needle, since the coherence

Figure 2.12  Unit volume of cells with the scatterers randomly placed from the cen-
ters of the cells
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effect among leaves within a compound or a cluster can be significant. The model of an elec-

trically dense vegetation medium does account for coherence effect in leaves but it does not

account for the specific pattern of a compound leaf or a specific cluster of needles. Hence, it is

necessary to develop new vegetation scattering model to include these collective coherence

effect.

Figure 2.13  A simple leaf
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Figure 2.14  Even-pinnately compound leaves

Figure 2.15  Odd-pinnately compound leaves
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Figure 2.16    Palmately compound leaves

Figure 2.17    Needles Growing in Cluster
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Figure 2.18    Needles Growing Singly
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CHAPTER 3                                                                             
MICROWAVE MODELING OF VEGETATION 

COMPONENTS

3.1 Introduction

It is well known that vegetation cover is an important part of our environment and it has a def-

inite impact on the life of all living beings. In order to monitor it, it is necessary to study its

scattering mechanism. The common components of a vegetation are leaf, stems, branch, and

trunk. The scattering from a vegetated area may consist of contributions from one or more of

its components. In this chapter, we will study the scattering behavior of the model of each

component. A formulation of the scattering problem will be presented first. Then, the corre-

sponding scattering patterns of the components will be computed and illustrated. Finally, the

relationship between the orientation distribution of each component and the corresponding

scattering behavior will be discussed. For a simple deciduous leaf, we will model it with a cir-

cular disk. For a coniferous leaf, we shall use a needle to model it. For a compound leaf or a

cluster of needles, we shall consider coherent scattering from an array of circular disks or a

cone of needles. The branch or trunk of a tree is modeled by a finite-length dielectric cylinder.

A size and an orientation distribution may have to be assigned depending on the tree species.

For many practical applications, tree trunks may be assumed to be nearly vertical in orienta-

tion.   
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3.2 Leaf Shape

3.2.1 Formulation

The leaf shape of the deciduous vegetation can be circular or elliptic. The study in [26] has

shown that the shape of an individual leaf does not have a significant effect on the overall scat-

tering from a volume of randomly oriented leaves. Hence, we model the leaves of deciduous

vegetations by identical circular dielectric discs [25,26]. Each disc has semi-axes

( ) aligned through the local-frame axis  as shown Figure 3.1. The scattered

field of each disc in the far zone can be written in terms of the Helmholtz integral as [27]

                (3.1)  

where  is the unit dyad,  is the wave number in air,  is the relative dielectric constant of

the leaf to air,  is the scattering direction,  is the distance from the observation point to the

leaf in the reference frame and  is the field inside the leaf, where  is distance from the

origin to the leaf.

a1 a2 a3»= xi

Es
e jkr–

r
---------- k2

4π
------ I ŝŝ–( ) εr 1–( ) Ein r'( )ejk ŝ r'⋅( )⋅ r'd∫∫∫⋅=

I k εr

ŝ r

Ein r'( ) r'
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 The integration in (3.1) is over the volume of the scatterer (leaf) defined in terms of the prime

variables.

Consider a plane wave impinging upon a circular disc located in the origin shown in Fig-

ure 3.1. Let the plane wave be [6][27].

 ,  (3.2)  

where  is the amplitude of the incident field;  is the incident direction;

 is the unit polarization vector associated with the incident field. These vec-

tors can be expressed in terms of the incident angles  and unit coordinate vectors as

[6][27]

Figure 3.1    The geometry of a Circular or Elliptic Disk

Ei qi
ˆ E0e jkî r•–= q v h,=

E0 î θi φi,( )

q̂ vi
ˆ   or  hi

ˆ=

θi φi,( )
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 (3.3)  

     (3.4)  

(3.5)  

Similar expressions exist for the scattering direction and associated unit polarization vectors in

terms of the scattering angles  as follows.

(3.6)  

(3.7)  

(3.8)  

The field  inside the leaf is approximated by using the generalized Rayleigh-Gans

(GRG) approach as [28]

(3.9)  

where  represents the polarizability tensor and it can be expressed in terms of two demagne-

tizing factors  and  as [26]

   (3.10)  

where  is the identity matrix and

(3.11)  

î θi x̂ φsin i ŷ φicos ) ẑ θicos–+(sin=

hi
ˆ ŷ φicos x̂ φisin–=

vi
ˆ θi x(ˆ φi ŷ φisin+ ) ẑ θisin–coscos–=

θs φs,( )

ŝ θs x̂ φsin s ŷ φscos ) ẑ θscos–+(sin=

hs
ˆ ŷ φscos x̂ φssin–=

vs
ˆ θs x(ˆ φs ŷ φssin+ ) ẑ θssin–coscos–=

Ein r'( )

Ein r'( ) α Eie jkî r'⋅–⋅=

α qi
ˆ E0e jkî r•–⋅=

α

αT αN

α αTI αN αT–( )ẑẑ+=

I

αT
1

εr 1–( )gT 1+
---------------------------------=
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(3.12)  

where  are the demagnetizing factors given as [30]

(3.13)  

(3.14)  

where   .

Substituting the inner field of a disc (3.2) into (3.1), the far-zone scattered field of a disc

can be expressed as

(3.15)  

where  is the polarization unit vector in the local frame written as

(3.16)  

(3.17)  

and  are the local incidence-angle pair related to the incidence-angle pair  in r

the reference frame as

(3.18)  

αN
1

εr 1–( )gN 1+
----------------------------------=

gT and gN

gT
1

2 m2 1–( )
------------------------ m2

m2 1–
-------------------- m2 1–

m
--------------------
 
 
 

1–asin⋅=

gN
m2

m2 1–
--------------- 1 1

m2 1–
-------------------- m2 1–

m
--------------------
 
 
 

asin–=

m
a1
a3
-----=

Es ŝ î,( ) F' ŝ î,( ) q'ˆ E0
e jkr–

r
----------⋅=

q'ˆ v'ˆ
i   or  h'ˆ

i=

h'i
ˆ y'ˆ φ'i x'ˆ φ'isin–cos=

v'ˆ
i θ'i x'ˆ φ'i y'ˆ φ'isin+cos( ) z'ˆ θ'isin–cos–=

θ'i φ'i, θi φi,( )

θ'icos β θi β α φi–( ) θisincossin–coscos=

φ'icos î z'ˆ⋅–=
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(3.19)  

where  are the leaf-orientation angles in the reference frame. For two dimensional

objects such as a disk, we expect only two angle,  , are needed to define its orientation.

In the local-frame, the scattering tensor  is given by

 (3.20)  

where  is the disc volume and the Debye interference function  is

defined as [31]

(3.21)  

The explicit form of the scattering amplitude tensor elements in the local frame can be

obtained by substituting (3.16), (3.17) and (3.3) into (3.20)  yielding

(3.22)  

(3.23)  

(3.24)  

(3.25)  

where  is the scattering angles in the local frame.

θi γ β α φi–( ) γ α φi–( )sinsin–coscoscos[ ] θi γ βsincoscos+sin

1 β θi α φi–( ) β θicoscos–cossinsin( )2–
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------=

α β γ, ,

α β,

F' ŝ î,( )

F' ŝ î,( )
k2 εr 1–( )v0

4π
----------------------------- I ŝŝ–( ) a I îî–( )µ ŝ î,( )⋅ ⋅=

v0 4π 3⁄( )a1a2a3= µ ŝ î,( )

µ s i,( ) 1
v0
----- e jk î ŝ–( ) r'⋅– r'd∫∫∫=

F'vv ŝ î,( )
k2v0
4π

---------- εr 1–( )

aN θ'i θ's aT θ'i θ's φ's φ'i–( )coscoscos–sinsin[ ]µ ŝ î,( )

–=

F'hv ŝ î,( )
k2 εr 1–( )

4π
-----------------------v0 θ'i φ's φ'i–( ) aTµ ŝ î,( )⋅sincos=

F'vh ŝ î,( )
k2 εr 1–( )

4π
-----------------------v0 θ's φ's φ'i–( ) aTµ ŝ î,( )⋅sincos=

F'hh ŝ î,( )
k2 εr 1–( )

4π
-----------------------v0 φ's φ'i–( )aTµ ŝ î,( )cos=

θ's φ's,( )
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The scattering amplitude in the reference frame  is given by

(3.26)  

where  are the polarization unit vectors in the reference frame.

The explicit forms of  for horizontal and vertical polarizations are given as

(3.27)  

(3.28)  

(3.29)  

(3.30)  

where

(3.31)  

(3.32)  

(3.33)  

(3.34)  

(3.35)  

Fpq ŝ î,( )

Fpq ŝ î,( ) p̂ F' ŝ î,( ) q̂⋅⋅=

p̂ v̂s   or   ĥs=

Fpq ŝ î,( )

Fvv ŝ î,( ) 1
D ŝ î,( )
----------------

tvs F'vv ŝ î,( )tvi F'vh ŝ î,( )thi–[ ] ths F'hv ŝ î,( )tvi F'hh ŝ î,( )thi–[ ]–{ }

=

Fhv ŝ î,( ) 1
D ŝ î,( )
----------------

ths F'vv ŝ î,( )tvi F'vh ŝ î,( )thi–[ ] tvs F'hv ŝ î,( )tvi F'hh ŝ î,( )thi–[ ]+{ }

=

Fvh ŝ î,( ) 1
D ŝ î,( )
----------------
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=

Fhh ŝ î,( ) 1
D ŝ î,( )
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ths F'vv ŝ î,( )thi F'vh ŝ î,( )tvi+[ ] tvs F'hv ŝ î,( )thi F'hh ŝ î,( )tvi+[ ]+{ }

=

D s i,( ) tvs
2 ths

2+( ) tvi
2 thi

2+( )=

tvi β θi α φi–( ) β θisincos+( )coscossin[ ]–=

thi β α φi–( )sinsin=

tvs β θs a φs–( ) β θssincos+( )coscossin[ ]–=

ths β α φs–( )sinsin=
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We can write the backscattering coefficient from the vegetated half-space as follows [34]

by using the first-order solution of the radiative transfer equations

(3.36)  

In the above equation, the ensemble average  is taken over the leaf orientation as

(3.37)  

 

where  are the probability distribution functions of the leaf orientations.

The extinction cross section  is obtained by the sum of the scattering cross section,

, and the Ohmic cross section, .

(3.38)  

(3.39)  

3.2.2 Scattering Pattern

In this section, the scattering pattern of the circular disc over the incidence angle is illustrated

for three different values, 4cm, 6cm, and 8cm, of  the radius 

The VV polarization scattering pattern is shown in Figure 3.2. Generally, the scattering

amplitude is oscillatory and decreasing with an increase in the incidence angle from

. As expected the trend of the scattering amplitude over the incident angular

range, , is the mirror image of that over . As the disc’s

σpq î î,–( ) 4π θi
Fpq î î,–( )

2
〈 〉

σp î–( )〈 〉 σq î( )〈 〉+
----------------------------------------------cos=

〈 〉

Fpq î î,–( )
2

〈 〉 α βp α( )p β( ) Fpq î î,–( )
2d∫d∫=

p α( ) p β( ),

σp î( )

σsp î( ) σap î( )

σsp î( ) θssin θs φs Fvp ŝ î,( )
2 Fhp ŝ î,( )

2+[ ]d
0

2π

∫d
0

π

∫=

σap î( ) 4π
k

------Im Fpp î î,( )[ ]=

0°   to  90°

90°    and   180° 0°  and   90°
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radius increases, the number of oscillations increases, and so does the amplitude of  the scat-

tering pattern. 

The HH polariztion scattering patterns are illustrated in Figure 3.3. The general trend

behaviors in size and angle  are similar to those of the VV polarization, except that the total

range of variations is smaller. In Figure 3.4 we show similar calculations for the VH polariza-

tion. Here again, the general trend behaviors of the scattering patterns are similar to those of

the VV polarization but both the range of variation and its absolute level are much smaller.

Figure 3.2    VV Scattering Pattern of a circular disc versus the incidence angle
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Figure 3.3     HH Scattering Pattern of a circular disc versus the incidence angle
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Figure 3.4    VH Scattering Pattern of a circular disc versus the incidence angle
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3.2.3 Orientation Distribution Effects

In the previous section, we have demonstrated the behavior of the scattering pattern of a circu-

lar disc versus the incidence angle for three different sizes of the radius. In this section, based

on the results of the previous section, we will  study the effects of the orientation distribution.

The variation of VV and VH backscattering coefficients for a half-space of circular  leaves as

a function of the incidence angle for different distributions of the tilt angle  with

, ,   and  are displayed in Figure 3.5 and

Figure 3.6 respectively. Comparing with the behaviors of the scattering pattern of a circular

disc shown in the previous section, the trend of the backscattering coefficient resulted from

averaging the scattering pattern over the tilt angle  is to decrease smoothly with the inci-

dence angle. Most of the oscillations have been averaged out. The VV and VH polarization

behaviors with respective to different distributions of the azimuth angle  are illustrated in

Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8. Different ranges for  are indicated on the figures. As expected,

the distributions of  do have impact on the behavior of the backscattering coefficient and the

magnitude of backscattering coefficient become strong around the range of azimuth direction

where circular disks distributed and weak aroung the range of azimuth direction where circu-

lar disks do not exist.

β

0° β 90°< < 0° β 60°< < 0° β 45°< < 0° β 30°< <

β

α

α

α
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Figure 3.5   VV backscattering coefficent versus the incidence angle with different  
distribution of the title angle  at  β 0° α 360°< <
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Figure 3.6   VH backscattering coefficient versus the incidence angle with  different  
distribution of the tilt angle  at β 0° α 360°< <
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Figure 3.7   VV backscattering coefficient versus the incidence angle (azimuth direction)  
with different  distribution of the azimuth angle  at .α 0° β 90°< <
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Figure 3.8     HV backscattering coefficient versus the incidence angle (azimuth direction)    
with different  distribution of the azimuth angle  at α 0° β 90°< <
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3.3 Needle

3.3.1 Formulation

The leaves of coniferous vegetations are modelled as randomly oriented needles. Each needle

is modelled as an ellipsoid with radius  and length  with  as shown in Figure 3.9.

Following a similar procedure as shown in the previous section, the scattering amplitude ten-

sor of the needle can be written as [27]

(3.40)  

where  are the incident and scattering directions and  are the polarization unit

vectors defined as follows,

(3.41)  

and

(3.42)  

a L a L«

Fpq ŝ î,( )
k2v0
4π

---------- εr 1–( ) aT p̂s q̂i⋅( ) p̂s ẑ⋅( ) ẑ q̂i⋅( ) aN aT–( )+[ ]µ ŝ î,( )=

î  ŝ, p̂i q̂s,

î θi x̂ φi ŷ φisin+cos( ) ẑ θi
ĥi

cos–sin
ŷ φi x̂ φi

v̂i

sin–cos
θi x̂ φi ŷ φisin+cos( ) ẑ θisin–cos–

=
=
=

ŝ θs x̂ φs ŷ φssin+cos( ) ẑ θs
ĥs

cos–sin
ŷ φs x̂ φs

v̂s

sin–cos
θs x̂ φs ŷ φssin+cos( ) ẑ θssin–cos–

=
=
=
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The explicit form of the scattering amplitude tensor of the needle can be found by calculat-

ing the vector dot products in (3.40) using (3.41) and (3.42) as

(3.43)  

where  are defined by the demagnetizing factors  as

Figure 3.9     Geometry of the needle problem
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(3.44)  

For the needle , the demagnetizing factors can be expressed as [27] [30]

(3.45)  

and the modifying function  in (3.40) and (3.43) can be approximated using the GRG

approximation [32] as

(3.46)  

3.3.2 Scattering Pattern

In this section, the radar cross section of the needle with radius of 0.17cm and a dielectric con-

stant of 8.36-j3.12 is computed at 9.9GHz for different lengths of the needle.

In the figures 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12, VV, HH and VH scattering patterns are illustrated over

incidence angle between  for four different lengths of the needle. The results are

symmetric with respect to the angle, . The amplitude of the scattering pattern is generally

increasing with the incident angle increasing from  for VV and HH polarization.

With length of the needle increasing, the number of oscillations increases while the average

angular trend remains upward towards . A similar oscillatory scattering behavior exists in
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VH polarization as shown in Figure 3.12 except the general trend of the scattering pattern is

not always increasing towards .90°

Figure 3.10    The VV scattering patterns versus the incidence angle for four different 
needle lengths.
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Figure 3.11    The HH scattering patterns versus the incidence angle for four different 
needle lengths.
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Figure 3.12    The VH scattering patterns versus the incidence angle for four different 
needle lengths.
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3.3.3 Orientation Distribution Effects

In this section, we investigate the scattering properties of the needle with length 3.07cm,

radius 0.17cm, and a dielectric constant 8.36-j 3.12 at 9.9 GHz, when the orientation distribu-

tion  changes.

In figures 3.13, 3.14, and 3.15, the behaviors of VV, HH, and VH backscattering coeffi-

cients versus the incidence angle are shown for different distributions of the tilt angle indi-

cated on these figures. The scattering properties of the near vertically oriented needles

( ) are seen to be quite different from the near horizontally oriented needles

( ), and randomly oriented needles  ( ) especially in the angular

range, . This is because near vertically oriented needles do not contribute appre-

ciably near normal incidence and hence has a rising angular trend, whereas the other two dis-

tributions have a decreasing angular trend over the same angular region, . 

Next, we consider changing the distribution in the azimuth angle, .   The backscattering

characteristics of VV, HH and VH versus the incidence angle for the four distributions,

, ,  and  are plotted in figures, 3.16,

3.17 and 3.18 respectively. The illustrations show that the general angular trends of the back-

scattering coefficients for different distributions of the azimuth angle are similar except for

some differences in amplitude.

0° β 30°< <

30° β 90°< < 0° β 90°< <

0 θ 55°<≤

0 θ 55°<≤

α

0° α 90°< < 0° α 180°< < 0° α 270°< < 0° α 360°< <
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Figure 3.13    The VV backscattering coefficients versus the incidence angle for different 
distributions of the tilt angle , when β 0° α 360°< <
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Figure 3.14    The HH backscattering coefficient versus the incidence angle for different 
distributions of the tilt angle , when .β 0° α 360°< <
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Figure 3.15    The VH backscattering coefficient versus the incidence angle for different 
distributions of the tilt angle , when β 0° α 360°< <
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Figure 3.16   The VV backscattering coefficient versus the incidence angle for different 
distributions of the azimuth angle , when α 0° β 90°< <
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Figure 3.17    The HH backscatttering coefficient versus the incidence angle for 
different distributions of the azimuth angle , when .α 0° β 90°< <
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Figure 3.18   The VH backscattering coefficient versus the incidence angle for different 
distributions of the azimuth angle , when .α 0° β 90°< <
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3.4 Pinnately compound leaf pattern

A pinnately compound leaf is shown in Figure 3.19. Due to the specific arrangement of the

individual leaves needed to form this compound leaf, for this type of vegetation, the individual

leaf will not scatter independently. Thus, it is necessary to treat the compound leaf as one scat-

terer and we need to compute the coherent sum of the scattered fields from each individual

component of this compound leaf. 

3.4.1 Formulation

For the deciduous vegetation with a compound-leaf pattern such as the one in Figure 3.19,

we will use the developed group leaf pattern [41] to model its group scattering pattern and the

backscattering coefficient. The development of a scattering model for the compound-leaf pat-

tern is described in the rest of this section.

Figure 3.19   A Pinnately compound leaf
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Consider a plane wave impinging upon a circular disc located at the origin as shown in

Figure 3.20.  Use a dyadic representation for the incident plane wave [6][27] as (3.2).

Following a similar procedure as shown in Section 3.2 Leaf Shape (Leaf Shape section),

the scattered field of the circular disc can be written as

  

 

(3.47)  

where the scattering amplitude tensor  is given by 

Figure 3.20   Geometry of the scattering problem
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 (3.48)  

For the odd-pinnately compound leaf given in Figure 3.19, we model it as shown in Figure

3.21. We assume the center of the leaf, which is not in pair with any other leaves, is located at

the origin. The direction of the stem is along the x-axis and the leaves are lying in the xy plane.

The diameter of a leaf in the nth pair is , and the spacing between the centers of adjacent

leaves is hn. The distances R0, Rn, and rni are from the observation point to the origin, to the

joining point of a leaf-pair along the stem and to the center of a leaf in pair with another leaf

respectively.

      (3.49)  

F k2

4π
------ εr 1–( ) Î ŝ ŝ–( ) α qi

ˆ E0 e jkr' î ŝ–( )⋅– r'd∫⋅ ⋅=

Figure 3.21    Theoretical model for an odd-pinnately compound leaf

ani

R0 R0 r̂=
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 and (3.50)  

        (3.51)  

        (3.52)  

For the pair of leaves linked to  and , the total scattered field is the sum,

 (3.53)  

where 

; , and      (“-” for i 

=1, “+” for i = 2)

The scattered field of a group of N-leaves with odd-pinnately pattern can be expressed as

 

(3.54)  

In the far-zone, we approximate  in the amplitude by  and in the phase by,
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                         (3.55)  

The far-zone scattered field for a group of N-leaves becomes

        

                  (3.56)  

where  is the unit polarization vector for the incident field.

From the (3.56), the scattering amplitude  of a group of N-leaves can be

expressed as the product of the scattering amplitude  of a single leaf and the array

function  given by 

             (3.57)  

If the leaves are of the same size and the spacing between the pairs of leaves are equal, i.e.,

 and , then (3.57) simplifies to 

              (3.58)  
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For a receiving antenna with p-polarization the backscattering coefficient of a half-space

of leaves can be written as [6]

                     (3.59)  

where the ensemble average, ,

is over the leaf orientation;  and  are the probability distribution functions of the

leaf orientations and  is the extinction cross section for the group of scatterers given by

(3.60)  

3.4.2 Scattering Pattern

In this section, we will focus on studying the effects of variations of the leaf radius, the

spacing of adjacent leaves, and the  number of leaves in a group on backscattering, when the

dielectric constant is taken to be 14.9-j4.9 and the incident electromagnetic wave is at 3.5

GHz.

First, we consider the effect of changing the leaf size on the scattering behaviors of VV,

HH, and VH polarization. The illustrations are shown in figures 3.22, 3.23, and 3.24 where

spacing between adjacent leaves is taken as 10cm and number of leaves in a group is 5. With

the increasing of the radius of the circular disc, the amplitude of scattering pattern is increas-

ing. Secondly, the spacing between adjacent leaves impact on scattering properties of VV, HH,

and HV polarization scattering pattern over incident angle have been displayed at Figure 3.25,

3.26, and 3.27 where the radius of the circular leaf is taken as 2cm, number of leaves in a

group is 5. As the spacing between adjacent leaves is increasing, width of main lobe is
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decreasing. In  Figure 3.28, 3.29, and 3.30 where the radius of the circular leaf is taken as 4cm

and spacing between adjacent leaves is 10cm, the scattering properties of VV, HH, and VH

polarization scattering pattern over incident angle with respective to different number of

leaves in a group have been demonstrated finally. The number of oscillations and dips in scat-

tering pattern are increasing with the number of leaves in a group, the width of main lobe is

decreasing and amplitude of mainlobe is leveled up and that of sidelobe is suppressed.

Figure 3.22    VV Scattering Pattern of a group leaves versus the incidence angle with 
different radius of each circular disc
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Figure 3.23    HH Scattering Pattern of a group leaves versus the incidence angle with 
different radius of each circular disc.
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Figure 3.24   VH Scattering Pattern of a group leaves versus the incidence angle with 
respective to different radius of each circular disc
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Figure 3.25   VV Scattering Pattern of a group leaves versus the incidence angle with 
respective to different spacing between adjacent leaves
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Figure 3.26   HH Scattering Pattern of a group leaves versus the incidence angle with 
respective to different spacing between adjacent leaves
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Figure 3.27    VH Scattering Pattern of a group leaves versus the incidence angle with 
respective to different spacing between adjacent leaves
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Figure 3.28    VV Scattering Pattern of a group leaves versus the incidence angle with 
respective to different number of leaves in a group
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Figure 3.29    HH Scattering Pattern of a group leaves versus the incidence angle with 
respective to different number of leaves in a group
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Figure 3.30   HV Scattering Pattern of a group leaves versus the incidence angle with 
respective to different number of leaves in a group
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3.4.3 Orientation Distribution Effects

In this section, the backscattering coefficients relative to orientational distribution has

been studies where the radius of leaf is taken as 4cm, spacing between adjacent leaves is

10cm, and number of leaves in a group is 13. The scattering properties of VV and VH polar-

ization over the incident angle with respective to different range of  have been shown in the

Figure 3.31 and 3.32 respectively. Variation of orientation distribution of the tilt angle  has

been selected increasing as , ,  and . The

tail of angular curve of backscattering coefficient level up gradually with range of  increas-

ing. Due to coherence induced by scattering of group leaves, the oscillations appear in the

curve of backscattering coefficient over the incident angles which is impossible for scattering

from single leaves.

β

β

0° β 30°< < 0° β 45°< < 0° β 60°< < 0° β 90°< <

β

Figure 3.31    VV backscattering coefficient of a group leaves versus the incidence angle 
with respective to different distribution of the tilt angle  for β 0° α 360°< <
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Figure 3.32   VH backscattering coefficient of a group leves versus the incidence angle 
with repsective to different orientation distribution of the tilt angle  for β 0° α 360°< <
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3.5 A cone-like needle cluster pattern

3.5.1 Formulation

The needles of some coniferous vegetation are growing together and will scatter together. The

scattering of needles in a cluster will be modelled as discussed in the following paragrphs. 

An example of a coniferous vegetation with needles growing in clusters is shown in Figure

3.33. An idealized model for a cluster of needles is shown in Figure 3.34. The cluster of nee-

dles is assumed to take on a cone-shape centered at the origin of  a spherical coordinate sys-

tem. The cone is divided into  rings along the radial directions in the the -plane, such that

the spacing between the adjacent needles is . Similarly, there are  needles along the azi-

muthal plane and the spacing between the adjacent needles is  . It is required that

 and  is equal to the specified width of the cone.

Figure 3.33   Needles Growing in Clusters

n θ

∆θ m

∆φ

m∆φ 2π= n∆θ
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Each needle is modelled as an ellipsoid with radius , length  and

. The scattered field for a needle sitting at the origin can be written as

(3.61)  

where  is the scattering amplitude matrix for a needle,  and 

are the scattering and incident unit propagation vectors respectively.

The total scattered field of a cluster of needles shown in Figure 3.34 can be written in

terms of the scattered field of a needle sitting along the z-axis denoted as  by redefining

the incident and the scattering direction for each needle in the reference frame as follows

Figure 3.34   Theoretical model for a cluster of needles
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(3.62)  

where

(3.63)  

(3.64)  

and 

(3.65)  

3.5.2 Scattering Pattern

The scattering pattern of a cluster of needles is expected to change with the  length of the nee-

dles, the number of needles  in a ring as defined   and the number of rings , after  is

given. As shown in figures 3.35, 3.36 and 3.37 for VV, HH and HV polarizations, an increase

in the length of the needles causes the magnitude of the main lobe to go up and its width to

narrow. Due to coherent calculation, there are oscillations in all polarizations except for the

shortest needle length in HH and HV polarization. Next, we consider the change in the number

of needles along the -plane, while the width of the cone is fixed. This study is shown in fig-

ures 3.38, 3.39, and 3.40. It is seen that there is a gradual inclrease on the average level and a
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reduction in the width of the mainlobe as the number of needles increases. The maximum

value for like polarization occurs at 90 degrees incidence, while for cross polarization, it is

around 65 degrees. Finally, we consider in figures 3.41, 3.42, and 3.43, a change in the number

of needles on the -plane. It turns out that the trend behaviors are quite similar to those when

the number of needles is increased in the -plane, i.e., there is a gradual increase in the magni-

tude of the mainlobe around 90 degrees accompanied by a reduction in the width of the main-

lobe. Again, the maximum for cross polarization is around 70 degree, while for like

polarization it is at 90 degrees. 

θ

θ

Figure 3.35   VV Scattering Pattern of a cluster of needles versus the incidence angle 
for four different needle lengths (width of the cone is ,  and 

; dimension of each needle: radius 0.17cm).
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Figure 3.36   HH Scattering Pattern of a cluster of needles versus the incidence angle 
for four different needle lengths (width of the cone is ,  and 

; dimension of each needle: radius 0.17cm).
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Figure 3.37   HV Scattering Pattern of a cluster of needles versus the incidence angle for 
four different needle lengths (width of the cone is ,  and 

; dimension of each needle: radius 0.17cm).
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Figure 3.38   VV Scattering Pattern of a cluster of needles versus the incidence angle 
when the number of needles in the -plane changes (width of the cone is , 

 and ; dimension of each needle: length 6.67 cm 
and radius 0.17cm).
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Figure 3.39   HH Scattering Pattern of a cluster of needles versus the incidence angle 
when the number of needles in the -plane changes (width of the cone is , 

 and ; dimension of each needle: length 6.67 cm 
and radius 0.17cm).
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Figure 3.40   VH Scattering Pattern of a cluster of needles versus the incidence angle when 
the number of needles in the -plane changes (width of the cone is ,  

and ; dimension of each needle: length 6.67 cm and radius 
0.17cm).
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Figure 3.41   VV Scattering Pattern of a cluster of needles versus the incidence angle when 

the number of needles in the -plane changes (width of the cone = , , 

, Dimension of each needle: length 6.67 cm and radius 0.17cm).
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Figure 3.42   HH Scattering Pattern of a cluster of needles versus the incidence angle when 

the number of needles in the -plane changes (width of the cone = , , 

, Dimension of each needle: length 6.67 cm and radius 0.17cm)
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Figure 3.43   VH Scattering Pattern of a cluster of needles versus the incidence angle when 

the number of needles in the -plane changes (width of the cone = , , 

, Dimension of each needle: length 6.67 cm and radius 0.17cm)
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3.5.3 Orientation Distribution effects

In this section, we will  study the impact of the orientation distribution on the backscatter-

ing coefficient of a cluster of needles. Let the clusters of needles be nearly vertically distrib-

uted with ( ). The results are shown in the figures 3.46 (VV), 3.45 (HH), and 3.46

(VH). For short needles, the  backscattering coefficients are decreasing with the incidence

angle. As the needle length increases, the angular trends change into a rise with the incidence

angle. This change occurs for two reasons:(1) a short needle has a much more isotropic scat-

tering pattern than the long needle, and (2) the illumination function decreases like a cosine

function with angle. Next, we consider a nearly horziontal distributtion, ( ).   For

this case the backscattwering coefficients are all decreasing with the incidence angle. Results

are shown in figures 3.49 (VV), 3.48 (HH), and 3.49 (VH).
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Figure 3.44   VV backscattering coefficient for randomly oriented cluster of needles 
versus the incidence angle with respective to different length of needles( , 

, width of the cone is ,  and ; dimension of 
each needle: radius 0.17cm)
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Figure 3.45   HH backscattering coefficient for randomly oriented cluster of needles 
versus the incidence angle with respective to different length of needles( , 

, width of the cone is ,  and ; dimension of 
each needle: radius 0.17cm)
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Figure 3.46   VH backscattering coefficient for randomly oriented cluster of needles 
versus the incidence angle with respective to different length of needles( , 

, width of the cone is ,  and ; dimension of 
each needle: radius 0.17cm)
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Figure 3.47   VV backscattering coefficient for randomly oriented cluster of needles 
versus the incident angle with respective to different length of needles( , 

, width of the cone is ,  and ; dimension of 
each needle: radius 0.17cm)
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Figure 3.48   HH backscattering coefficient for randomly oriented cluster of needles 
versus the incidence angle with respective to different length of needles( , 

, width of the cone is ,  and ; dimension 
of each needle: radius 0.17cm)
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Figure 3.49   VH backscattering coefficient for randomly oriented cluster of needles 
versus the incidence angle with respective to different length of needles( , 

, width of the cone is ,  and ; dimension 
of each needle: radius 0.17cm)
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3.6 Cylinder

3.6.1 Formulation

The trunks and branches are modelled as finite-length lossy dielectric circular cylinders [27]

[33]. Consider a finite-length cylinder with radius , length  and relative dielectric constant

  illuminated by a plane wave as shown Figure 3.50. 

Let the plane wave be written as

(3.66)  

where  or  is the polarization vector and  is the incident unit vector. The

field inside the cylinder is estimated by using the field inside a similar cylinder but of infinite

length as

a L

εr

Ei q̂iE0e jk î r⋅( )–=

Figure 3.50   The geometry of the cylinder

q̂i
ˆ v̂i= ĥi

ˆ
î θi φi,( )
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(3.67)  

where

(3.68)  

where

(3.69)  
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and  is the bessel function of the first kind and  is the Hankel function of the sec-

ond kind.

According to the Helmholtz integral equation, the scattering amplitude tensor element can

be derived using (3.67) (3.68) and (3.69) as

(3.70)  

where

(3.71)  

(3.72)  

(3.73)  

Substituting the results of the vector dot products in (3.70), the explicit form of the scatter-

ing amplitude tensor elements can be expressed as
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(3.75)  

(3.76)  

(3.77)  

where 

(3.78)  

3.6.2 Scattering Pattern

In this section, we shall study the behaviors of the radar cross section of a cylinder with

respective to variations in its length and radius.

First, we consider in figures 3.51 (VV), 3.52 (HH) and 3.53 (VH) the backscattering coef-

ficients for two different length of the cylinder,  cm and  cm. Similar to our

study of the needle, a longer cylinder shows more oscillations than the short one and possesses

a narrower and stronger mainlobe in like polarization. For cross polarization the peak values

occurs 90 degrees away from those in like polarizations. Except for this difference,  the back-

scattering pattern look similar to those of the like polarization but at much lower level.

 Next, we study the effects of a change in the radius of the cylinder on backscattering. The

results for three different choices of radius are shown in figures 3.54 (VV), 3.55 (HH) and
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3.56 (VH). In this case an increase in the radius of the cylinder simply raises the level of scat-

tering without changing the number of oscillations in the backscattering signal. This true for

all polarizations.
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Figure 3.51   The VV scattering pattern of a cylinder versus the incidence angle for two 
different lengths of the cylinder ( ).εr 29.6 j7.1–=
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Figure 3.52   The HH scattering pattern of a cylinder versus the incidence angle 
for two different lengths of the cylinder ( ).εr 29.6 j7.1–=
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Figure 3.53   The VH scattering pattern of a cylinder versus the incidence angle for 
two different lengths of the cylinder ( ).εr 29.6 j7.1–=
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Figure 3.54   The VV scattering pattern of a cylinder versus the incidence angle for 
different radii of the cylinder ( ).εr 29.6 j7.1–=
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Figure 3.55   The HH scattering pattern of a cylinder versus the incidence angle for 
different radii of the cylinder ( ).εr 29.6 j7.1–=
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3.6.3 Orientation Distribution Effects

In the previous section, we have demonstrated the behavior of the backscattering patterns of a

cylinder  versus the incidence angle for different radii and cylinder length. In this section, we

will study the effects of orientation distribution on backscattering. In all cases, we let the ori-

entation distribution be uniform in both the tilt angle, , and the azimuth angle, . The ranges

of these angles are indicated on the figures.

First, we show the  backscattering properties of VV, HH and VH polarization over the inci-

dent angle in figures 3.57, 3.58 and 3.59 respectively for four different lengths of the cylinder.

Results indicate that all oscillations are averaged out and all scattering curves are smooth. An

increase in the length of the cylinder simply raises the level of backscattering. Next, we con-
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Figure 3.56   The VH scattering pattern of a cylinder versus the incidence angle for 
different radii of the cylinder ( ).εr 29.6 j7.1–=
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sider similar backscattering properties for cylinders with different radii.  Results are shown in

figures 3.60 (VV),  3.61 (HH) and 3.62 (VH). Here again, all oscillations are averaged out and

all backscattering curves are smooth. An increase in the radius generally raises the level of

backscattering except the amount of change decreases with a decrease in the incident angle.  

Figure 3.57   VV Backscattering Coefficient from half space of randomly oriented 
clinders versus the incidence angle with repective to different length of 

cylinders( , , ).0° α 360°< < 0° β 90°< < εr 29.6 j7.1–=
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Figure 3.58   HH Backscattering Coefficient from half space of randomly oriented 
clinders versus the incidence angle with repective to different length of 

cylinders( , , ).0° α 360°< < 0° β 90°< < εr 29.6 j7.1–=
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Figure 3.59   VH Backscattering Coefficient from half space of randomly oriented 
clinders versus the incident angle with repective to different length of 

cylinders( , , )0° α 360°< < 0° β 90°< < εr 29.6 j7.1–=
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Figure 3.60   VV Backscattering Coefficient from half space of randomly oriented 
clinders versus the incidence angle with repective to different radius of 

cylinders( , , ).0° α 360°< < 0° β 90°< < εr 29.6 j7.1–=
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Figure 3.61   HH Backscattering Coefficient from half space of randomly oriented 
clinders versus the incidence angle with repective to different radius of 

cylinders( , , ).0° α 360°< < 0° β 90°< < εr 29.6 j7.1–=
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Figure 3.62   VH Backscattering Coefficient from half space of randomly oriented 
clinders versus the incidence angle with repective to different radius of 

cylinders( , , ).0° α 360°< < 0° β 90°< < εr 29.6 j7.1–=
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CHAPTER 4                                                                          
Scattering from Leafy Vegetation and Its Applications

4.1 Introduction

The term “leafy vegetation” here means vegetations consisting mostly of leaves such as

soybean, corn, and milo etc. or more generally it means that scattering from a vegetation cover

can be attributed entirely to leaves. For example, in a deciduous forested area in the spring

time, radar measurements are conducted at above 15 GHz away from the nadir direction. Here,

we may encounter a situation where scattering from leaves is so dominating that scattering

from branches, trunks and the land surface below can be safely ignored.

 The leafy vegetation layer can be modeled as a collection of randomly oriented circular

discs or needles over a half space and the backscattering coefficient from such a layer can be

calculated using the radiative transfer method. In the following sections, the scattering model

description for a leafy vegetation layer will be given and comparisons between model predic-

tions and measurements are presented.

4.2 Scattering Model Description for a Leafy Vegetation

Consider a collection of identical, randomly oriented, dielectric circular discs or needles lying

in a half space illuminated by a plane wave,

(4.1)  

where  is the background medium wave number,  is the unit vector in the incident direction,

and  is the polarization unit vectors. The backscattering coefficient from the leafy vegetated

Ei r( ) q̂E0e
jkî r⋅–=

k î

q̂
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half space can be expressed as shown in (4.2) based on the first-order solution of the radiative

transfer formulation.

 (4.2)  

where  is the scattering amplitude for the scatterer given in Chapter 3, and  is the

extinction cross section for the scatterer.

In (4.2) the ensemble average is taken over the scatterer orientation as

(4.3)  

where  are the scatterer-orientation angles in the reference frame, and  are

the probability distribution functions of the scatterer orientation.

The extinction cross section of the scatterer is given by

(4.4)  

where  is the imaginary part operator. The extinction coefficient of the medium is

(4.5)  

found by multiplying (4.4) by the number density, .

4.3 Comparison with measurements 

In order to verify the validity of the theoretical model given in the previous section for

leafy vegetation, we carry out comparisons between model predictions and the measurements

in this section. The sets of measurement data acquired by Dobson et al. (1977) from a soybean

field are compared with the theoretical predictions at 1.1 GHz (L band), 4.25 GHz (C band)
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and 8.6 GHz (X band). All the scatterers are assumed to be uniformly oriented in the azi-

muthal direction and the model parameters used for the soybean are listed in Table 4.1. from

vegetation data record of experiments.

Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 show the comparisons between the field data for soybean and the

model predictions at 1.1 GHz for VV and VH polarization respectively. In Figure 1, the dis-

agreement in the angular range, 0 - 20 degrees is due to scattering from the soil surface. This is

expected for like polarization at such a low frequency. Similar disagreement does not occur for

cross polarization, because surface depolarization is much weaker than the depolarization due

to volume scattering.

Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 show the comparisons between model predications and measure-

ments of soybean for VV and VH polarizations respectively at 4.25 GHz. As expected there is

much less penetration at this frequency. Thus, contributions from the soil surface is negligible

except at normal incidence. Agreements for like polarization are generally good at all other

angles. For cross polarization there is a rising trend in data for incidence angles larger than 20

degrees. The prediction from model is a decreasing trend with the incidence angle. Hence,

Table 4.1. Soybean parameters used in the model for comparison with measurement

Soybean Parameters used in model

Thickness 1.0 m

Leaf dimension a = 1.5 cm, c = 0.2 mm

Leaf volume fraction 0.3%

Leaf orientation Uniformly oriented ( )

Leaf dielectric constant L band: 30.6-j1.7
C band: 29.1-j6.1
X band: 14.9-j4.9

0° 90°,
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there is a clear disagreement in both level and trend in cross polarization. From a soybean field

there is no known depolarization mechanism that can account for this difference in the angular

trend.

Finally, we show comparisons between the model predications and measurements of soy-

bean at 8.6 GHz in Figure 4.5. At this high frequency we expect no contributions from the

ground surface. Thus, scattering is due purely to the soybean volume. In this case, the differ-

ence between VV and HH polarizations is negligible and there should be a slowly decreasing

trend with the incidence angle. These observations are confirmed by the data in Figure 4.5.

 

Figure 4.1   Comparison of model calculations for VV backscattering coefficient with 
measurements from soybean at 1.1 GHz. 
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Figure 4.2   . Comparison of model calculations for VH backscattering coefficient with 
measurements from soybean at 1.1 GHz..
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Figure 4.3   . Comparison of model calculations for VV backscattering coefficient with 
measurements from soybean at 4.25 GHz.
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Figure 4.4   . Comparison of model calculations for VH backscattering coefficient with 
measurements from soybean at 4.25 GHz.
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Figure 4.5   . Comparison of model calculations for VV and HH backscattering 
coefficients with measurements from soybean at 8.6 GHz.
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CHAPTER 5                                                                         
SCATTERING FROM A FORESTED AREA

5.1 Introduction
We shall use a two-layer model to simulate a forested area: a crown layer and a trunk layer as

illustrated in Figure 5.1. Scattering from the soil surface below the trunk layer is modeled

using the IEM surface scattering model for a randomly rough surface [7]. The development of

such a scattering model is given in the next section. This is followed by Section 5.3 on theoret-

ical studies of the scattering model and then Section 5.4 on comparisons of the scattering

model with measurements.

5.2 Description of Forest Scattering Model

For the geometry of the canopy shown in Figure 5.1, the canopy is represented by a two-

layer medium above a rough surface. The top layer is consisted of tree components: leaves,

Figure 5.1 Geometry of a forested area.
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branches and twigs with a layer height of . The bottom layer contains only vertically ori-

ented trunks with an average height of . Each scatterer is described by having a permittiv-

ity, a size distribution, an orientation distribution and a number density.

Consider a plane wave incident along  direction with an electric field polar-

ized in the  direction,

 (5.1) 

where  is the wave number and  is the polarization unit vector

defined as follows

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

Based upon an iterative solution of the radiative transfer equation with respect to the

albedo of the volume scattering medium, the bistatic scattering coefficient for the scattering

layer can be written as

(5.5) 

where  is the order of the iterative solution of the radiative transfer equation. The explicit

form of each order is given in the sections to follow.
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5.2.1 The Zeroth-Order Solution

The zeroth-order solution of the radiative transfer equation (shown in Figure 5.2) is inde-

pendent of the albedo of the scattering layer. In this case, it involves only the scattering from

the soil surface attenuated as it passes through the vegetation layer on its way down to the soil

surface and on its way back to the receiving antenna.

The zeroth order scattering coefficient can be written as 

 (5.6) 

where  is the angular pair denoting the scattering direction, and  is

the -element of the  bistatic scattering coefficient matrix of the surface given in [7]

repeated in Appendix B.  and  are the  polarized crown and trunk attenuation

factors in the incident direction defined as

(5.7)  

Figure 5.2 Scattering Mechanisms of the Zeroth-Order Solution

σpq0 Lcp θs( )Ltp θs( )σpqs θs φs π θi φi,–;,( )Ltq θi( )Lcq θi( )=

θs φs, σpqs θs φs π θi φi,–;,( )

pq 4 4×

Lcq θi( ) Ltq θi( ) q

Ljq θi( ) kjq θi( )Hj θisec–[ ]           j,exp c t,= =
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where  are the crown and trunk layer extinction coefficients respectively

[38,39] in the incident direction.  are the heights of the crown and trunk layers.

Similarly,      are the  polarized crown and trunk attenuation factors in

the scattering direction. The extinction coefficient of the crown layer containing  types of

scatterers can be expressed as

(5.8)  

where  is the group number density, and  is the extinction cross section of the

scatterer in the  group. The ensemble average in (5.8) is taken over the orientation distri-

bution  of the scatterer in the group:

(5.9)  

The extinction coefficient of the trunk layer can be defined in a analogous way, although

the number of groups may be considerably smaller.

(5.10)  

where  is the group number density and  is the extinction cross section of a scat-

terer in the  group in the trunk layer. The ensemble average is defined similar to that of

(5.9) but with the trunk orientation distribution function.

5.2.2 The First-Order Solution

Figure 5.3 shows the two possible forms of the first-order scattering paths: direct volume scat-

tering and volume-ground interactions. Accordingly, the first-order solution of the radiative

transfer equation leads to a bistatic scattering coefficient in the following form

kjq θi( )  j, c t,=

Hj   j, c t,=

Lcp θs( ) and Ltp θs( ) p

Nc

kcp θi( ) ncm σcmp θi( )〈 〉

m 1=

Nc

∑=

ncm σcmp θi( )

mth

Pcm α β,( )

kcmp θi( )〈 〉 1
2π
------ β αPcm α β,( )kcmp θi( )d∫d∫=

ktp θi( ) ntm σtmp θi( )〈 〉

m 1=

Nt

∑=

Nt σtmp θi( )

mth
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 (5.11)  

where  accounts for crown scattering;  for the crown-ground interaction;

 for trunk scattering, and  for the trunk-ground interaction.

The scattering coefficient due to volume scattering from the crown layer can be expressed

as

 (5.12)  

 (5.13)  

where  is the element of the scattering amplitude matrix for a scatterer within the

 group. The ensemble average is taken over its group orientation distribution similar to

σpq1 σpq c( ) σpq c g↔( ) σpq t( ) σpq t g↔( )+ + +=

σpq c( ) σpq c g↔( )

σpq t( ) σpq t g↔( )

Figure 5.3  Scattering Mechanisms of the First-Order Solution

Hc

Ht

Crown
Crown-ground

Trunk
Trunk-ground

Trunk-ground
Crown-ground

σpq c( ) 4πQcpq θs φs π θi– φi,;,( )
1 Lcp θs( )Lcq θi( )–

kcp θs( ) θs kcq θi( ) θisec+sec
---------------------------------------------------------------------

 
 
 
⋅=

Qcpq θs φs π θi φi,–;,( ) ncm Fcmpq ŝ î,( ) 2〈 〉

m 1=

Nc

∑=

Fcmpq ŝ î,( )

mth
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(5.9). The quantity  represents scattering from a unit volume within the

crown region.

From (5.13), the crown scattering includes  types of scatterers and they are attenuated

by the leaves, the stems and the branches.

The Crown-Ground interaction scattering coefficient is illustrated in Figure 5.3. It consists

of two terms as

(5.14)  

where the first item represents scattering from the crown followed by scattering from the

ground and the second term represents scattering from the ground followed by scattering from

the crown.

(5.15)  

(5.16)  

The bistatic scattering coefficient of the trunk can be written as

(5.17)  

Qcpq θs φs π θi φi,–;,( )

Nc

σpq c g↔( ) σpq c g→( ) σpq g c→( )+=

σpq c g→( ) Lcp θs( )Ltp θs( ) φt θtsin θt Ltu θt( )

σpus θs φs θt φt,;,( )Qcuq π θt φt π θi φi,–;,–( ) θi
Lcu θt( ) Lcq θi( )–

kcq θt( ) θt kcu θi( ) θicos–cos
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 cos⋅⋅

u v h,=
∑d

0

π
2
---

∫d
0

2π

∫=

σpq g c→( ) Lcq θi( )Ltq θi( ) φt θtsin θt Ltu θt( )

σuqs θt φt π θ– i φi,;,( )Qcpu θs φs θt φt,;,( ) θi
Lcp θs( ) Lcu θt( )–

kcu θt( ) θs kcp θs( ) θicos–cos
--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 cos⋅⋅

u v h,=
∑d

0

π
2
---

∫d
0

2π

∫=

σpq t( ) 4πLcp θs( )Lcq θi( )Qtpq θs φs π θi φi,–;,( )
1 Ltp θs( )Ltq θi( )–

ktp θs( ) θs ktq θi( ) θisec+sec
-------------------------------------------------------------------

 
 
 

=
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(5.18)  

where  is the element of the scattering amplitude matrix for the  trunk group.

The scattered signal from the trunk layer in (5.18) is modified by the attenuation factor

 because it must pass through the crown layer in both upward and downward

directions.

The trunk-ground interaction shown as Figure 5.3 can be expressed as

 (5.19)  

The first term in (5.19) represents scattering from the trunk followed by scattering from

the ground and the second term represents scattering from the ground followed by scattering

from the trunk.

 (5.20)  

 (5.21)  

Qtpq θs φs π θi φi,–;,( ) nm Fmpq ŝ î,( )
2

〈 〉

m 1=

Nt

∑=

Fmpq ŝ î,( ) mth

Lcp θs( )Lcq θi( )

σpq t g↔( ) σpq t g→( ) σpq g t→( )+=

σpq t g→( ) Lcp θs( )Lcq θi( )Ltp θs( ) φt θtsin θt

σpus θs φs θt φt,;,( ) Qtuq
s π θt φt π θi φi,–;,–( ) θi

Ltu θt( ) Ltq θi( )–
ktq θi( ) θt ktu θt( ) θicos–cos
------------------------------------------------------------------cos⋅⋅

u v h,=
∑

d
0

π
2
---

∫d
0

2π

∫=

σpq g t→( ) Lcp θs( )Lcq θi( )Ltp θi( ) φt θtsin θt

σuqs θt φt π θ– i φi,;,( ) Qtpu
s θs φs θt φt,;,( ) θi

Ltp θs( ) Ltq θt( )–
ktu θt( ) θs ktp θs( ) θtcos–cos
-------------------------------------------------------------------cos⋅⋅

u v h,=
∑

d
0

π
2
---

∫d
0

2π

∫=
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The quantities,  and , are the scattered inten-

sity per unit volume in the trunk layer.

5.2.3 The Second-Order Solution

The second-order solution [7] of the radiative transfer equation within the crown layer is

obtained by using the first-order intensity as an exciting source. This solution contains many

terms, but most of these terms are small compared to the first-order solution. Only two domi-

nant terms shown in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 due to scattering within the crown layer are

kept.

Qtpu
s θs φs θt φt,;,( ) Qtuq

s π θt φt π θi φi,–;,–( )

Figure 5.4  Crown-Crown interaction: . The incident signal is scattered upward 
twice before propagating towards the receiving antenna.

σpq u u d, ,( )
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(5.22) 

Figure 5.5  Crown-Crown interaction: . The incident signal is scattered down-
ward first and then upwards towards the receiving antenna.

σpq u d d, ,( )

H c

H t

σpq u u d, ,( ) 4π φ θsin θ

θsQcpus θs φs θ φ,;,( )Qcuqs θ φ π θi φi,–;,( )sec
kcq θi( ) θi kcu θs( ) θsec+sec

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 Lcp θs( )Lcq θi( )–
kcq θi( ) θi kcp θs( ) θssec+sec
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Lcq θi( ) Lcq θ( ) Lcp θs( )–[ ]
kcu θ( ) θ kcp θ( ) θssec–sec
---------------------------------------------------------------

2Re
θsQ1p3

s θs φs θ φ,;,( )Q13q
s θ φ π θi φi,–;,( )sec

kcq θi( ) θi k13 θ( ) θsec+sec
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 Lcp θs( )Lcq θi( )–
kcq θi( ) θi kcp θs( ) θssec+sec
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Lcq θi( ) L13 θ( ) Lcp θs( )–[ ]
k13 θ( ) θ kcp θs( ) θssec–sec
-----------------------------------------------------------------+













+

+

u v h,=
∑













d
0

π
2
---

∫d
0

2π

∫=
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 (5.23)  

where  and  are scattering intensities which rep-

resent scattering by a unit volume from  to direction , 

and  are scattering intensities which represent scattering from  to

the observation direction . The contents of  and , with  and the

subscript 3 stands for the third Stokes, are as follows:

(5.24)  

(5.25)  

(5.26)  

σpq u d d, ,( ) 4π φ θsin θ

θsQcpus θs φs π θ φ,–;,( )Qcuqs π θ φ π θi φi,–, ,–( )sec
kcp θs( ) θs kcu θ( ) θsec+sec

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 Lcp θs( )Lcq θi( )–
kcq θi( ) θi kcp θs( ) θssec+( )sec
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Lcp θs( ) Lcu θ( ) Lcq θi( )–[ ]
kcu θ( ) θ kcq θi( ) θisec–sec
----------------------------------------------------------------+

2Re
θsQ1p3

s θs φs π θ φ,–;,( )Q13q
s π θ φ π θi φi,–;,–( )sec

kcp θs( ) θi k13 θ( ) θsec+sec
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 Lcp θs( )Lcq θi( )–
kcq θi( ) θi kcp θs( ) θssec+sec
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Lcp θs( ) L13 θ( ) Lcq θi( )–[ ]
k13 θ( ) θ kcq θi( ) θisec–sec
----------------------------------------------------------------+













+

u v h,=
∑













d
0

π
2
---

∫d
0

2π

∫=

Qcuqs θt φt π θi φi,–;,( ) Qc3qs θt φt π θi φi,–;,( )

î π θi φi,–( ) t̂ θt φt,( ) Qcpus θs φs θt φt,;,( )

Qcp3
s θs φs θt φt,;,( ) t̂ θt φt,( )

ŝ θs φs,( ) Qcu3
s Q13u

s u v h,=

Q1v3
s θs φs θ φ,;,( ) nj Fjvv ks ki,( )Fjvh∗ ks k,( )〈 〉

j 1=

Nc

∑=

Q13v
s θs φs θ φ,;,( ) nj Fjvv ks ki,( )Fjhv∗ ks ki,( )〈 〉

j 1=

Nc

∑=

Q13h
s θs φs θ φ,;,( ) nj Fjvh ks ki,( )Fjhh∗ ks k,( )〈 〉

j 1=

Nc

∑=
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(5.27)  

(5.28)  

5.2.4 Theoretical Study of Forest Model

A frequency study of two forest components is carried out to demonstrate the importance of

these components at different frequency ranges. Here the needles (radius is 0.1cm and length

is 1cm) and branches (radius is 0.2cm and length is 30cm) have been chosen to conduct the

frequency study. The result of the frequency study is displayed in Figure 5.6 where compari-

son of scattering between randomly oriented needles and branches are shown for VV and HH

polarizations. It is found that, at low frequency, backscattering from branches is dominating

over that of the leaves up to about 7.5 GHz. When frequency increases beyond 12.5 GHz it is

the backscattering from the leaves that dominates over that of the branches. This means that in

a forested environment, generally, it requires more than one frequency to explore the internal

structure of the forest.

Q1h3
s θs φs θ φ,;,( ) nj Fjhv ks ki,( )Fjhh∗ ks k,( )〈 〉

j 1=

Nc

∑=

k13 θ( ) 1
2
--- kcv θ( ) kch θ( )+[ ] 2πj

k
--------Re nm Fmvv ki ki,( ) Fmhh ki ki,( )–〈 〉

m 1=

Nc

∑+=

L13 θ( ) k13 θ( )Hc θsec–[ ]exp=
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5.3 Comparison with Measurements

5.3.1 Introduction

In the previous sections, a multilayer scattering model for a forested area has been

described in detail based on the radiative transfer theory. In order to verify the validity of the

theoretical model, two sets of data have been chosen for comparison. For the deciduous forest,

we choose data sets acquired from a Walnut Orchard [41]; for the coniferous forest, we shall

study the data from Japanese Cypress [22].

5.3.2 Walnut tree

The walnut canopy and its parameters [41] are described as follows:

2.5 5 7.5 10 12.5 15 17.5 20
Frequency , GHz

-50

-40

-30

-20

-10

σ0

BackscatteringCoefficient, 30°

HH-Branch

VV-Branch

HH-leaf

VV-leaf

Figure 5.6  Behavior of Backscattering Coefficient of different scatterers (needle, cyl-
inder) versus to variation of frequency.
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The canopy consists of 6-year-old black walnut trees with an average height of .

Their geometry data were collected in two parts. Skeleton geometry measurement is claimed

as measurements involving branches with diameter greater than 4 cm and the rest is termed as

the higher order measurements. A group of 16 walnuts was chosen for the canopy geometry

and ground truth measurements. The heights, width across the row and the length down the

row were measured. 

In this study, a two-layer model (crown layer and trunk layer) is constructed to model the

structure of a walnut orchard and the scattering from the ground surface is modeled by the

IEM model [7]. The parameters of the walnut crown layer used for model predictions are

listed in Table 5.1. where the crown layer consists of leaf, branch group 1(stems), branch

group 2, branch group 3, and branch group 4

4.8m
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Table 5.1.  Parameters of the Crown Layer for Modeling a Walnut Orchard

Walnut Crown Parameter

Height

Parameters of Leaf

Density/ 250

Dimension a = 3.6cm, c = 0.1mm

Number of leaflet in a group 11

Dielectric Constant L band: 19.58-j 5.54
X band: 14.9-j4.9

Parameters of Branch 1(stem)

Density/ 250

Dimension r = 0.10cm; L=18cm

Dielectric Constant L band: 27.3-j8.4
X band: 20.0-j9.7

Parameters of Branch 2

Density/ 11.4

Dimension r=1.28cm; L=14cm

Dielectric Constant L band: 27.3-j8.4
X band: 20.0-j9.7

Parameters of Branch 3

Density/ 0.43

Dimension r=2.60; L=32cm

Dielectric Constant L band: 27.3-j8.4
X band: 20.0-j9.7

Parameters of Branch4

Density/ 0.33

Dimension r=5.00cm; L=58cm

Dielectric Constant L band: 27.3-j8.4
X band: 20.0-j9.7

3.0m

m3

m3

m3

m3

m3
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The parameters for the trunk layer and rough surface are displayed in Table 5.2..

Table 5.2.  Parameters of the Trunk Layer and Ground Surface for Modeling Walnut 
Orchard

Walnut Trunk Parameter

Height

Density/ 0.14

Dimension r=9.0cm; L=76cm

Dielectric Constant L band: 27.3-j8.4
X band: 20.0-j9.7

Ground Surface

Gaussian correlation function ; 

Dielectric Constant L band: 5.0-j0.7
X band: 5.0-j0.7

1.7m

m3

σ 0.021m= correL 0.25m=

Figure 5.7  The probability distribution of the inclination angles for branch 1
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Figure 5.8  The probability distributions of the inclination angles for branch 2

Figure 5.9  The probability distributions of the inclination angles for branch 3
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The probability distribution of the inclination angles for different groups of branch and

trunk are given in the Figure 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10, and 5.11 [6]. The leaf has a probability distri-

bution function equal to  over the inclination angle.

 In Figure 5.16, we show comparisons between our model predications and measurements

from walnut trees for VV, HH and VH polarizations at 9.6GHz (X-band). In the model predi-

Figure 5.10  The probability distributions of the inclination angles for branch 4

Figure 5.11  The probability distributions of the inclination angles for trunk

β 0° β 90°< <( )sin
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cations, we use a group of leaves to model the coherent effect between leaflets in a compound

leaf, since walnut trees possess compound leaves. The specific choices of leaf parameters are

indicated in the figure legend. Very good agreements are obtained in both level and angular

trends. In Figure 5.17, we show comparisons of the VV data with model predictions by inves-

tigators from Michigan [1~3] and Malaysia [19~21]. It is seen that their predicted angular

curves are flat and do not show a peaking that is present in the data. This peaking is believed

to have come from coherent scattering. A similar comparison in Figure 5.14 for the HH data

reveals the same information, namely, the use of a purely coherent approach assuming inde-

pendent scattering by all scatterers cannot predict the peaking that is present in the Hh data set.

Finally, we show in Figure 5.15 the comparisons of VH data with the model predictions by

other investigators. The model from Malaysia gives the correct level but shows a flat angular

trend. The Michigan model predicts a level that is too low, because only the first-order scatter-

ing was accounted for. 

Figure 5.12  Comparison on backscattering coefficient between model predictions 

3 5 4 0 4 5 5 0 5 5 6 0
Incident Agngle Hdeg L

- 3 5

- 3 0

- 2 5

- 2 0

- 1 5

- 1 0

σ0 HdBL

Backscattering Coefficient , 9.6 GHz

VH

VH HData LHH

HH HData LVV

VV HData L
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Figure 5.13  Comparison on VV backscattering coefficient between model predictions and 
measurement data of walnut orchard at 9.6 GHz (X-band)

Figure 5.14  Comparison on HH backscattering coefficient between model predictions and 
measurement data of walnut orchard at 9.6 GHz (X-band)
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5.3.3 Japanese Cypress

Backscattering Measurements from Japanese Cypress with and without leaves were carried

out in 1986 (S-band, X-band) and 1987 (C-band) by Hirosawa et al.[22]. A single layer model

constructed with randomly oriented cylinders and needles is adopted to conduct theoretical

predictions based on the architecture of the Japanese Cypress. The input parameters are cho-

sen according to the measured physical parameters given in Table 5.3.. Comparisons between

model predictions and measurements with leaves at three different bands (X, C and S bands)

are displayed in figures 5.16, 5.17 and 5.18 correspondingly.

According to Hirosawa et al. [22], the ground was covered with microwave absorbers.

Therefore, the possible contributions from the ground and volume-ground interaction to scat-

tering are not included in the model prediction. As seen from the figures, the model predic-

tions are in general agreement with the data for all polarizations, VV, HH and VH and over all

three frequency bands for the Japanese Cypress. 

Figure 5.15  Comparison on VH backscattering coefficient between model predictions 
and measurement data of walnut orchard at 9.6 GHz (X-band)
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Table 5.3.  Parameters Used in the Model Computation for Comparison with Japanese 
Cypress Measurement

Japanese Cypress Parameters used in Model

Canopy height 70 cm

Needle:

Volume fraction 0.15%

Gravimetric moisture 
content

58%  (S and X bands)
55%  (C band)

Radius 1mm

Half length 0.5cm

Branch:

Volume fraction 0.045%

Gravimetric moisture 
content

58% (S and X bands)
55% (C band)

Radius 0.3cm

Length 30cm
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Figure 5.16  Comparison on backscattering coefficient between model predictions and 
measurement data of Japanese Cypress at 9.9 GHz (X-band)
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Figure 5.17 Comparison on backscattering coefficient between model predictions and 
measurement data of Japanese Cypress at 4.0 GHz (C-band)
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Figure 5.18 Comparison on backscattering coefficient between model predictions and 
measurement data of Japanese Cypress at 2.75 GHz (S-band)
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CHAPTER 6                                                                      
CONCLUSONS

6.1 General Conclusions

In this dissertation, multilayer microwave scattering models based on the second-order

solution of the radiative transfer equation have been developed to study scattering from decid-

uous and coniferous vegetation. The approach to the scattering phase function has generalized

earlier studies on the same subject by extending the scattering phase function to include coher-

ent scattering from a group of scatterers with a specific leaf-pattern. This is done for both the

deciduous and coniferous vegetations. A real world example was given to demonstrate the

need for having such a model. 

6.2 Future Study

It is believed that the approach used in this study can be extended to model other vegeta-

tion types involving palmately compound leaves and even-pinnately compound leaves.

In previous field campaigns, the possible coherence effect among leaves in a group was

not recognized. Hence, there was no attempt to select vegetations with compound leaves for

study. As a result, there is a lack of data to verify scattering from such vegetation types. This is

particularly true of coniferous vegetation. 

It is also worth noting that coherence effect among leaves may change with frequency.

Thus, in acquiring data multifrequency measurements are crucial for validating models and

contributing to better understanding of the scattering mechanisms.
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